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REMARKS ON APPROXIMATION METHODS IN DEGREE THEORY

W. KRYSZEWSKI, B. PRZERADZKI AND S. WEREÑSKI

Abstract. An approximative approach to a generalized theory of the topolog-

ical mapping degree is presented. Some new wide classes of operators acting in

Banach spaces, which include ^-proper mappings of Petryshyn, are introduced

and studied from the viewpoint of the homotopic properties of the topological

degree. The results are applied in some existence aspects of abstract nonlinear

equations.

Introduction

One of the main tools for the study of existence problems for a nonlinear

equation f(y) = x is the so-called topological degree of a mapping /. Gener-

ally speaking, the degree of / is an element of a suitably chosen abelian group

G which is invariant under homotopies and, in the case when it does not vanish,

the equation f(y) = x has at least an approximative solution.

If the map acts in a finite-dimensional space, then assuming the continuity

of / we can define the Brouwer degree [1, 14], which is integer valued. The

direct generalization of the Brouwer degree theory to the infinite-dimensional

case needs new bounds on /. The first infinite-dimensional theory of degree

(due to Leray and Schauder [13]) concerned mappings of the form f = I -

C where / is the identity and C is compact. The Leray-Schauder theory is

based on the possibility of the uniform approximation of a compact map C by

finite-dimensional mapping. Many functional equations (in particular, integral

equations and boundary value problems for partial differential equations) may

be reduced to the form y - C y = x, which enables one to apply the Leray-

Schauder theory.

For generalizations of these results, one needs some extensions of the class

of operators. There are two directions in the attempts to extend the class of

Leray-Schauder maps. In the first, a mapping C (not compact) is replaced by

a compact operator C connected with C in such a way that the solvability

of y - Cy — x implies the same for y - Cy = x (see [17, 21, 14]). In the

second, the equation f(x) = x is replaced by a sequence of finite-dimensional

equations fn(y) = xn where (xn) approximates x and almost all Brouwer

degrees for fn and xn are defined.  The connection between / and (/ ) is
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such that the sequence of the Brouwer degrees of f gives information on the

solvability of the equation f(y) = x . A fairly general and detailed study of the

degree theory via approximation processes was given in Browder's paper [2].

We would like to set in order the generalization containing the theory of A-

proper mappings of Petryshyn [19, 18] (see also [3], [4] and e.g., [22] for some

applications) and the theory of DC-mappings introduced by Nowak [16]. This

last family of operators was studied by the present authors in [9-12, 20, 23].

The above-mentioned families of maps contain all Leray-Schauder operators,

but they do not coincide. We found a sufficiently large class which contains both

continuous ^-proper mappings in spaces with projectional schemes and DC-

maps, and we have defined a topological degree for it. This degree is consistent

with the earlier definitions. In this paper we present the construction of the class

and the degree. One can see that successive extensions of the classes of operators

complicate the properties of mappings and their degrees and make application

more difficult. On the other hand, we show the role of a projectional scheme;

projectors enable one to extend the studied class greatly but the degree loses a

topological nature.

In this paper, DC-mappings are called admissible maps, or /4-maps.

1.  THE CLASSIFICATION OF SEQUENCES AND MAPS

Let X be a Banach space and let (Xn)n&N be an increasing sequence of finite-

dimensional linear subspaces of X . The sequence (Xn) is called a filtration in

X (see [16]) if

(1) cl(JX„ = X.
neN

Obviously, every space with a filtration is separable and, conversely, every sep-

arable Banach space admits a filtration.

Fix a filtration (Xn) in X and a sequence (zn) of points of X. We shall

say that a subsequence (zn ) is associated with a point z e X when

(2) \\znk-z\\-d(znk,Xnk)-*0,

where d(-,-) denotes the distance between point and set. If it is so, we write

(z ) h z. Let us note that if z is a cluster point of (zj, then a certain

subsequence (z ) is associated with z . However, the converse is false. There

are subsequences which are associated with points that are not cluster points

for the sequence.

Example 1. Let X be a separable Hubert space and let {en: n E N} be its

orthonormal basis. The filtration (Xn) is defined by

Xn = spanje^ i < n}.

The sequence (zn), where zn = en+] , is associated with z = 0 , but it has no

cluster points. At the same time, we see that the relation of association strongly
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depends on the numeration of the sequence since (zn_x) is not associated with

0.

Obviously, if zn E Xn for large n , then each point z , having a subsequence

(zn ) such that (zn ) Y- z , is a cluster point of (zn).

As has been mentioned, we shall use projectionally complete schemes. As-

sume that there is a sequence (Pn) of linear projectors Pn: X —> Xn in the

Banach space X with the filtration (Xn), and

(3) sup||i>J<oo.
77

Then the pair ((Xn), (Pn)) is called a projectionally complete scheme in X (see

[18]). Due to the Banach-Steinhaus theorem, condition (3) is equivalent to

(4) Pnx -» x,       x E X.

If the space X has a Schauder basis {y¡ : j E N} then the formulae

Xn = span{j,, ... ,yn},

determine a projectionally complete scheme. Conversely, if ((Xn),(Pn)) is a

projectionally complete scheme and P„Pm = Pmintm n) for each m,n, then

there exists a Schauder basis which defines the scheme in the above way.

Now we are in a position to classify sequences in a Banach space X with a

filtration (Xn). For the last part of the following definition, it will be necessary

to fix a projectionally complete scheme in X.

Definition. A sequence (zn) is said to be

(i) compact (or C-sequence),

(ii) admissible (or /1-sequence),

(iii) filtrated (or F-sequence),

(iv) projectionally filtrated (or PF-sequence),

if, for each of its subsequences (zn ),

(i) there exists a convergent subsequence (z     ),
nkU)

(ii) there exists a subsequence (z     ) such that
nkU)

(5) d(zn    ,Xn    )-0,

(iii) the condition (zn ) Y- z (for some z ) implies that there exists a subse-

quence (zn    ) converging to z,
"At./)

(iv) the condition  (Pn zn ) A z  (for some z) implies that there exists a

subsequence (zn    ) converging to z.

Remark. The definitions of C-, A-, and FF-sequences can be simplified (they

are given in such a form only for symmetry). Namely, (z ) is a C-sequence iff

the set {zn: n E N) is relatively compact; (zj is an /1-sequence iff

(6) d(zn,Xn)^0;
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(zn) is a PF-sequence iff, for each subsequence (zn), Pn zn —> z implies

that z is a cluster point of (zn ).

It is easy to see that every C-sequence is an ^-sequence, and every A-

sequence is both an F-sequence and PF-sequence.

The class of ^-sequences is essentially larger than the class of C-sequences

since it contains all sequences (zn) with the property znE Xn, n E N. There

are examples of PF-sequences and F-sequences which are not admissible.

Example 2. Let X = c0 be the space of sequences converging to 0, with the

filtration (Xn) given by the Schauder basis {en: n E N} where en — (ôkn)keN ,

and with the natural projectors (Pn). Let 0 < r < 1 and zn — en + ren+x for

n E N. Then

d^n,Xn) = r;

thus (zn) is not an /1-sequence. At the same time, if (zn) \- z = "£,tnen,

then II - / I < \\z - z\\ —> r, which contradicts II - i„ I —» 1 . Hence, for

any subsequence (zn) there is no z such that (zn ) h z. Therefore (zn) is

an F-sequence. Similarly, (P„zn) = (en) has no cluster points, so (zn) is a

PF-sequence as well.

In the space X with an arbitrary projectional scheme ((Xn), (Pn)), the classes

of F-sequences and of FF-sequences are not comparable. One can see that,

for schemes such that

d(z,Xn) = \\z-Pnz\\

for z E X and n E N, both classes are equal.

Example 3. Let X , (Xn), and {en} be as in Example 2. We define projectors

P„ : X —> Xn, n > 2, in a different way:

77-1

-T.^i + itn + ̂ lK-
i=0

(Pn) satisfies condition (3). Take two sequences

yn=en-(l-l/n)en+x,       z„ = en - \en+x,

n E N. As Pnyn = (l/n - l)en and Pnzn = 0, then (yn) is projectionally

filtrated and (zA) is not. On the other hand, for any y = Y^t¡e¡ sucn tnat

ll^ll < 1 , we have

\\yn-y\\ = maxl\l-tn\,\tn+x-l-rj¡\, sup |i,.|) .

\ 7^77+1 j

Hence \\yn-y\\-> 1 and d(yn, Xn) = 1 - l/n - 1. So (yn)Ay,but (yn) has

no convergent subsequences. Similar arguments (as in Example 2) show that

(zn ) A z is false for any (zn ) and z.  Therefore,  (yn) is not filtrated and

(zn) is-

Now we can classify mappings in the unified way. Let a denote one of the

symbols C, A, F, PF. Fix Banach spaces X ,Y with nitrations (X) and
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(Yn), respectively, and a set D c Y. In the case a = PF, let us also fix

projectors Pn, n E N, satisfying (3).

Definition. We shall say that /: D —► A" is an a-mapping if, for any yn E

Dr\Yn, n E N, the sequence (f(yn)) is an a-sequence.

The above definition is usually used in the case when D is filtrated by (Yn),

i.e.,

(7) Dcci|J(Dnr„),
nEN

and / is continuous. If G is open in Y, then G, cl G, and fr G are examples

of sets satisfying (7). Under the above assumptions, the class of C-maps equals

the class of compact operators and ^-mappings are identical with DC-maps.

From now on, we assume that all a-maps are continuous and their domains

satisfy (7).

The following relations are obvious:

f {F-mappings},
{ C -mappings} c { A -mappings} C <   rnr,

( {PF-mappings}.

The simplest example of an ,4-map which is not compact is the identity /. It

can be shown that the family of /1-maps is closed with respect to addition and

multiplication by continuous and bounded functions and that the superposition

of ^-maps belongs to the class provided that the outer factor is uniformly con-

tinuous (see [11, 12]). Moreover, any A-map can be uniformly approximated

by operators / with the property f(Yn) c Xn for sufficiently large nEN (see

[11,20]).
Recall that f:D^X is said to be ^-proper if, for any bounded sequence

(yn ) such that yn E Yn n D and P„ f(y„) -* z, there exists a subsequence

y„ —* y with f(y) = z ■ ItlS evident that every /1-proper map is projectionally

filtrated. Since, in a space with a projectionally complete scheme, the classes

of /1-maps and of /1-proper maps do not coincide, PF-mappings are a natural

generalization of both these classes.

Example 4. Let X, (Xn), (Pn),and {en} be as in Example 2. Define g: A'—>

X be the formula
(oo \ oo

7=0 / 7=0

where 0 < r < 1 . Then ||g(x)-g(y/)|| = r||x-y||, so g is an r-set contraction.

Due to the theorem of Petryshyn [19], f = I - g is /1-proper on any bounded

set D c X. But for xnE Xn, n E N, we have d(f(xn), Xn) = r. Therefore

/ is not admissible.

Example 5. Let X be a separable Hubert space, and let (e_)!l0 be an or-

thonormal basis in X,  Xn = span{<*, , ... ,en} .   Denote by P ,  nEN, the
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orthonormal projection onto Xn and put

(oo \ oo

£*,.<?,. }=txex+t2e2 + J2(ti + ti-i)ei-
7=1 / 7=3

For f(Xn) C Xn , nEN, f:X—>X is an /1-mapping.

On the other hand, the sequence

(«)lsatisfies ||x    || = 1 and

n   n    (")\ -1/2/ ,   /     , \77+l      ., p.
PJ(x    ) = n      (ex -e2 +■■■ + (-!)     en)^0.

If / were ^-proper, the sequence (x   ) would contain a convergent subse-

quence. But, for n > m ,
77! 77

n  («)      ("i)n    v^/ -!/2       -1/2, ,   \-^    -\     n-m
\\x    - x    \\ = 2_,(n       — m      ) +  2_,  n-

7=1 7 = 777+1

so there is no convergent subsequence and / is not /1-proper.

The following theorem fixes a place for ^-proper maps in our classification.

Theorem 1. Let D be a bounded set in Y. A projectionally filtrated mapping

f:D—>X is A-proper iff it is proper.

Proof (cf. [10]). It is known from [18] that, under our assumptions, /1-proper

maps are proper.

Suppose that / is a proper PF-mapping. Let yn E Y^ nD, where (nk)

is a subsequence of N, be such that Pnf(yn) —► z. Then {P„f{y„)) I" z,

so there exists a subsequence (y„ ) such that /(y„ ) —> z. The set K =

{f{yn ):i'€^}u{z} is compact; thus (yn ) being a subsequence of the

compact set f~x(K) has a subsequence, denoted also by (yn    ) for simplicity,

converging to some y E f~ (K). The continuity of / implies f(y) — z and,

therefore, / is ,4-proper.    Q.E.D.

In the case of the lack of projectors, we have no equivalent of ^-proper

maps. However, filtrated mappings are an essential extensions of the family of

,4-maps.

Example 6. Let X, (X ), and (en) be as in Example 2, and let D be the unit

ball in X. Define f:D^X by
(OO \ oo

Ete   H'ol^o + D^-il-H'/l)*.-
7 = 0 / 1=1

where 0 < r < 1 .   Obviously,  f(en) = en + ren+x , so / is not admissible.

Meanwhile, for any sequence

(x{n))cD, XW = ^e¡EXn

7=0
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we have

d(f(xW),Xn) = r\tf\

If t^' —» 0  for a subsequence  (nk), then the condition  (f(xHk')) h z  is

equivalent to f(x     ) —* z .

Instead, there is an e > 0 such that \t" | > e, then the condition

CO

implies

/ j   i  i
i-O

\r\t("A \ + \t(**h_s   |_ru("*)|^o\r\lnk-\\ + \\   I      V      rl'„A.   I ^U^

which is impossible since almost all terms of this sequence are greater than

j(l — r)s > 0. Therefore / is a filtrated map.

The above examples of mappings are rather artificial and were constructed

only for visualizing the definitions. The class of PF-maps includes all /1-proper

mappings and this gives a long list of natural examples (see [18]). Admissible

mappings are both F- and PF-maps, and this enables us to give at least two

examples (cf. [10-12]).

Example 7. Let Y — H (Q) be the Sobolev space of functions defined on

an open and bounded set Q. c R , with square integrable derivatives (in the

distribution sense) up to the order k. Let Yn, n E N, be a subspace of Y

consisting of polynomials of degree < n . Similarly, X = H (Q), Xn = Yn for

nEN. Fix polynomials Qa of / variables, where a = (a,, ... ,a¡) E N and

|q| = Yla,■ ̂  k , and a continuous function K: clQxcli2xF—>P. Then the

operator / given by

Jn

is an A-map on any bounded set D c Y with values in X, since the first

summand transform Yn into Xn and the second one is compact.

Example 8. Let X be the space consisting of all continuous functions x : cl Q

—► R vanishing at infinity, where Q is open (not necessarily bounded) in R .

Let K : (0,oo) —* R be a Lipschitz function monotonie for large arguments.

Moreover, we claim that

/    |/í(/l)|/l/í//l<oo.
^o

Let L: clQxP—>P be a measurable function satisfying the Lipschitz condition

with respect to the second variable and such that there exists a continuous

function <p: R —> R with

<P(0) = 0,

\L(s,X)\ = <p(X),        secIÜ., XeR.
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Then the Hammerstein operator

f(x)(t)= j K(\\t-s\\)L(s,x(s))ds
Ja

transforms X into X continuously. In general, / (restricted to a bounded set

D c X ) need not be compact:

Q = (0,oo)c/v',        K(X) = exp(-X),        L(s,X) = X.

However, one can construct nitrations (Yn) and (Xn), both in X, such that

f:D—>X is admissible with respect to the filtration (Y ) in the domain and

(Xn) in the range, satisfying the condition dim Yn = dimXn , n E N, essential

for the degree theory constructed below.

To that end, the set cl Q is represented as a union of an increasing sequence

of bounded sets (clQn), the space X is filtrated by the sequences Zn consisting

of functions vanishing outside Cln . The operator / is compact on D(~)Zn for

any nEN. The filtration (Xn) is constructed on the basis of a finite n~ -net

of f(D (~\Zn). Next we take an arbitrary filtration (Yn) in X such that Yn is

a subspace of Zn and dim Yfl = dimA^ (see also [12], and [10] for a certain

generalization).

2. Approximations of mappings

The essence of the approximation method of solving f(y) = x lies in the

construction of auxiliary finite-dimensional equations fn(yn) - xn which can

be solved and, next, the construction of a solution to the initial equation with

the help of the auxiliary solutions.

If Y ,X are Banach spaces with nitrations (Yn), (Xn), respectively, and if

a sequence (Pn: X ^ Xn) of linear projectors satisfying (3) is given, then the

natural choice of (/ ) is f = P / I Y for n E N. Now, it is also clear that

the assumption dim Yn = dim Xn seems to be necessary.

The following theorem explains which sequences (fn) "approximate" /

when there are no projectors.

Theorem 2. Let f:D^X be continuous. Then there exists a sequence (fn) of

continuous maps f : DnY —► X , nEN, such that

(8) Um     sup   [\\f(yn)-fn(yn)\\-d(f(yn),Xn)] = 0.
"^°° y„eD(lY„

Proof. Fix a sequence of positive numbers (en) converging to 0 and let nEN.

For any un E D n Yn , put

U(un) = XnnB(f(un),d(f(un),Xn) + eJ2)

(where B(z,r) is the open ball with center z and radius r). The set U(un) is

open in Xn and nonempty. Let zn(un) E U(un). Take a locally finite partition

of unity {cpu : unE DC\Yn} subordinate to the open cover

{rX(B(f(u),eJ2)):unEDnYn}
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of D n Yn . The mapping fn : D n Yn —► Xn is defined by the formula

/nw = XX,>>XK)-
Un

For any yn E D n Fn , we have

||/lvj - fn(y„)\\ < E ^.Mi/og - z„K)H •

If ^„W t¿ 0, then /(y„) E B(f(uJ ,eJ2) ; so

ll/og - z„("„)ll < ll/lv„) - /(«OH + ll/(*0 - ^K)ll
<d(f(un),Xn) + en.

Hence

0<||/(y„)-/„(y„)||-rf(/(y„),Xn)<e„,

which ends the proof.   Q.E.D.

Each sequence (fn) satisfying (8) is said to be associated with the map f.

Theorem 2 can be strengthened. There is a map fn such that

(9) \\f(yn)-fn(yn)\\ = d(f(yn),xn)

for n E N and yn e D n Yn. This can be shown by means of the Michael

selection theorem; it is less elementary. Notice also that condition (9) uniquely

determines the sequence (fn) in a uniformly convex space X . In the sequel,

only condition (8) will be needed.

Unfortunately, the procedure described at the beginning of this section does

not work for every map / and a sequence (fn ) associated with it. It does work

if / belongs to one of the classes a (a = C ,A,F, PF). Namely, we have the

following

Theorem 3. (i) Under the assumptions of Theorem 2, if f: D —> X is an F-

mapping, then, any sequence (fn ) associated with f, the conditions

(a) x eel/(D),

(b) * = limx„A    where xnkEfnk(DnYnk)

are equivalent.

(ii) // (Pn) is a sequence of linear projectors satisfying (3) and f is a PF-map,

then condition (a) is equivalent to

( b' ) x = lim x„     where x   E P„ f(D ni).
v       i nk nk nkJ v nk '

Proof, (i) Suppose f.D^X is filtrated and (fn) is a sequence associated

with /. If x e clf(D), then, by (7), there is a sequence yn e D n Y , n E

N, such that x = lim/(yn). Due to (8) and d(f(yn),Xn) —► 0, we obtain

\\f(yn) - fn(yn)\\ - 0- Hence x = \imfn(yn).

Conversely, if x = Iim/n (yn ) where yn E Dn Yn , then by (8)

\\f{ynk)-x\\-d(f(ynk),xn)^o.
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This means that (f(yn )) H x . By the definition, there is a subsequence (yn )

such that f(yn    ) —> x , so x e cl/(D).

(ii) If x G cl /(D), then x = lim/(yn) where yn e D n Fn. By (3) and the

inequality

II/ÜO-V0OII ̂ (KII +W"üO.*,,).
we have P f(y ) —► x . The converse is obvious.    Q.E.D.

The above theorem enables us to obtain an approximate solution to the

equation f(y) = x if the solution of the auxiliary equations fn{yn ) = xn.

(xn —* x) is given. If it is known from anywhere else that the set /(D) is

closed, then there exists an exact solution. When, for instance, / is proper

and D is closed, this solution is also the limit of the sequence of the auxiliary

solutions. Such a situation corresponds to the theory of /1-proper mappings of

Petryshyn.

In the sequel, if a mapping / belongs to the class of F-maps, we denote

by (/„) an arbitrary sequence associated with /, and if / is projectionally

filtrated, then /„ = PJ \ Yn.

3. The degree of a mapping

Let Y and X be Banach spaces with nitrations (Yn) and (Xn), respectively,

such that

(10) dim Yn = dim Xn

for n > n0. We fix orientations in Yn and Xn, n > n0.

Suppose that D c Y is open and bounded and take a continuous mapping

/: clD — X andan xe Xclf(frD). Let e = d(x,f(frD)) >0. By (1), there

are nx > n0 and x E Xn   such that ||x - x|| < e/2 . Hence x <£ cl/(frD).

Assume that / is an F-map (resp. PF-mapping). We claim that there exists

n2 > nx such that

x£/„(fr(Dnr„))

for any n > n2, where (fn) is an arbitrary sequence associated with / (resp.

fn = Pnf\D n Yn). Suppose to the contrary that there exists a sequence (yn ),

yn E fr(D f)Yn) c frDn Yn , such that fnt(yHk) = x. Then, by Theorem 3,

xecl/(frD). '
Therefore, we can define

dcg(fn,DnYn,X)    for n>n2,

(U) S"      [0 for n<n2,

where deg stands for the finite-dimensional Brouwer degree [1, 14].   Let us

denote
OO /    oo

(12) 5? = TTz/eZ
77=1 ' 77=1
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(i.e., S is a factor group of the group of integer-valued infinite sequences and

1007=1
its subgroup of finite sequences) and v: Yl°lx Z -> <f—the canonical homo-

morphism.

An element

(13) Deg(/,Z)>x) = i/((iB)~i)

of the group & is called the degree of the F-mapping (resp. PF-mapping) /

on D at the point x .

We shall show that the definition is correct; i.e., it does not depend on the

choice of x and the sequence (fn) (in the case of a PF-map, one needs only

the independence of the choice of x).

Let x' E Xn, be such that ||x' -x|| < e/2, and let (f'n) be another sequence

associated with /. Suppose that the numbers sn and s'n are defined for n > N0

as above ( s'n for f'n and x' ). Let hn : (clD n Yn) x (0,1) -» Xn , n>NQ, be

a linear homotopy

hn(yn,t) = (l-t)fn(yn) + t/n(yn),

and let x : (0,1 ) —» XN  be a map given by the formula

x(t) = (1 -t)x + tx'.

We shall show that, for sufficiently large n and any t E (0,1),

x(t) i {h„(yn,t):ynEfrDnYn}.

Suppose it is not so. Then there exist sequences (yn ) and (tn ) C (0,1)

such that y„  EfrDnY    and
nk "k

Kk(ynk>tnk) = x(tnk)-

For n, > N„, we have

0<||x(r„J-/(y^||-7i(/(y„t),A^)

= lld- ^)[4(y„k ) - fiy„k)] + tnt[fnt(y„k) - f(ynk)]|| - d(f(ynk), X„k)

<^-tnk)[\\fnk{ynk)-f{ynk)\\-d(f(ynk),xnk)]

+ t„ßfnk(ynk) - f(yj\\ -d(f(ynk),xnk)] - o

as k —» oo. Without loss of generality one may assume that tn —► t0 E (0,1).

Therefore (f(y„))r-x(t0). By the definition of an F-map, x(t0) E clf(frD),

which contradicts \\x(t0) - x\\ < e/2. By the homotopy invariance of the

Brouwer degree, we obtain the assertion of the theorem.

The proof for a PF-mapping is similar but easier.

The degree introduced above has almost all standard properties. The most

important property of any topological degree is homotopy invariance.
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Theorem 4. Let one of the following conditions be satisfied:

(i) h: clDx(0, 1) —► A" is filtrated (resp. projectionally filtrated) with respect

to the filtration (K^xR) in Y x R,

(ii) h : cl D x (0,1) —► X is continuous and the map t —> h(-, t) is continu-

ous as a mapping of (0,1) into the space of F-maps (resp. P F-maps)

endowed with the uniform convergence topology.

If x <£. cl/?(frD x (0,1)), then the function

t-+Deg(h(-,t),D,x)

is constant on (0,1).

Proof, (i) Choose a sequence hn: (clDn Yn) x (0,1) —> Yn, n EN, associated

with h . Without loss of generality one may assume that x E Xn . Then there

exists nx > n0 such that

(14) x $ hn((frDnYn)x(0,l))

for n > «, . In fact, the opposite assertion leads to the existence of a sequence

^V '»*)' y* e ÍTDnYnk - Kk e <°> o>such that

Hence (h(yn ,t„)) ^ x and, applying Theorem 3, we get a contradiction with

the assumption on x . Therefore, ( 14) holds.

But the sequence (hn(-, t)) is associated with h(-,t) for each t E (0,1). The

homotopy invariance of the Brouwer degree ends the proof.

(ii) Take, as above, a sequence (h ) associated with h . Similarly, we can

assume x E Xn . We shall verify (14).

Suppose that there exist yn E fr D n Yn and in e (0, 1 ) for k = 1, 2, ...

such that hn (yn ,tn) = x. Passing to a subsequence, if it is necessary, one

can assume that tn  —> /0 . Then

0<\\h(ynk,t0)-x\\-d(h(ynk,t0),Xnk)

< \\h(ynk,t0) - h(ynk,tnk)\\ + \\h(ynk)- \.(y„, ,^)||

-d(h(ynk,tnk),Xnk) + \\h(ynk,tnk)-hnk(ynk,t0)\\^0

as k —► oo since (hn) is associated with h and the mapping t —> h(-,t0) is

continuous. Hence (h(yn ,t0))\-x and, since h(-,t0) is filtrated, x is a cluster

point of this sequence, which is impossible.

The assertion of the theorem is a consequence of the homotopy invariance

of the Brouwer degree.

The proof for PF-maps is similar but simpler.   Q.E.D.

Now we shall present the remaining standard properties of the degree.

Theorem 5. Suppose f: clD^A is an F-mapping (resp. PF-mapping).

(i) If x and x   belong to the same component of the set X\cl f(fr D), then

Deg(/,D,x) = Deg(/,D,x').
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(ii) If the degree Deg(/,D,x) is defined and ^ 0 e S?, then x c cl/(D).

(iii) Let {D(,) : i = -1,2, ... ,m} be a family of open disjoint subsets of D.

If

x £ cl/ídD\(jD(í)j ,

then
771

DegC/\D,x) = £Deg(/,D(,),x).
7=1

(iv) Let K be a closed subset of Y and x E clf(K U frD). Then

Deg(f,D\K,x) = Deg(f,D,x).

Proof, (i) is a consequence of Theorem 4(ii) and the fact that y —► f(y) - x is

an F-mapping (resp. a PF-mapping).

(ii) For any e > 0, there exists x£ E \J^LX Xn belonging to the same com-

ponent of X\clf(frD) as x, and such that ||x£ - x|| < e. By this and

(i), Deg(/,D,x£) t¿ 0. Hence, for any associated sequence (fn), there are

yn E D n Yn , k = 1,2, ... , such that fH (yn ) = xg. Due to Theorem 3 and

the free choice of e, x E cl /(D).

(iii) One can assume that x E Xn . If (fn) is an arbitrary sequence associated

with /, then

^/7,((ciD\ÜD(^ny^

for sufficiently large n . Since

cl(Dn Yn) \ U(D(" n Yn) C   clD \ U D(,)   n Yn,
7=1 V 7=1 /

we can apply the additivity property of the Brouwer degree (see [13]):
777

deg(/„ , D n Yn, x) = J2 deg(/„ , D(,) n 7 , x).
7=1

(iv) is an immediate consequence of (iii).

The proof for the PF-map runs similarly.    Q.E.D.

4. Uniform limits of F- and PF-maps

Now we shall study a slightly larger class of operators and construct a degree

for it. The generalization is similar to that in [7]. The assumptions on spaces,

nitrations, projectors, and domain D are not changed.

Let g: clD —> X be bounded on frD ; that is, sup|;gfrD ||^(y)|| = M < oo.

Take a map /: clD -+ X such that f - f + Xg are F-mappings (resp. PF-

mappings) for any X E (0,ß) (ß > 0 fixed); in particular f. are continuous.

In this case / does not have to be an F-mapping (resp. a PF-mapping).

1 It should be noted that Browder, independently of Fitzpatrick, also defined the topological

degree for limits of ^-proper maps.
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Example 9. Let X and (Xn) be as in Example 2. Define

g(tx ,t2,...) = (l,tx,t2,...)

for (tk) E X = c0, and / — I - g . Then (f(en)) A 0, but (en) has no cluster

points, so / is not filtrated. Similarly, one can show that / is not projectionally

filtrated.

On the other hand, f + Xg = I - (I - X)g, X e (0,1), is even an ^-proper

map, being a ( 1 - A)-set contraction.

We shall define a degree Deg (f,D,x) provided that x e X\clf(frD).

For the purpose, we prove

Lemma 6. Under the above assumptions, there exists y, 0 < y < ß, such that

Ueg(f,D,x) = Deg(f,,D,x)

for X,X' 6(0,7).

Proof. Let e = d(x,f(frD)). Taking y = min(e/2M,ß), we obtain x ^

clj^(frD) for XE(0,y). It is easy to see that the homotopy h(-,t) = fa+,x_t-)X,

satisfies the assumptions of Theorem 4(ii), which ends the proof.   Q.E.D.

The natural definition of the degree of /

(15) Deg (f,D,x) = lim Deg(/,D,x)

is correct by the above lemma. Using homotopy arguments, one can see that

Degg(/,D,x) = Deg(/,D,x)

if not only / + Xg , X E (0, ß), is filtrated (resp. projectionally filtrated) but

also / is.

Recall the definition of Petryshyn [18]: /: clD —> X is called a P,-compact

map if, for any X > y, the mapping f. = / - XI is /1-proper. It is clear that

the class of P0-compact maps is contained in ours.

The degree Deg has all standard properties. Let us only mention the ho-

motopy invariance.

Theorem 7. Let h: (0,1) 3 t ^ ht and g: ,m gt be continuous maps of (0,1)

into the space of continuous transformations of clD into X, with the uniform

convergence topology, and let

sup sup ||g,(v)|| - m < oo.
¡     vefrß

If x £ cllj, ht(frD) and hl + Xgl are F-maps (resp. PF-maps) for /e(0,l)

and XE(0,ß), then

t^Deggi(ht,D,x)

is constant on (0,1).
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The proof is obtained by repeating the arguments of the proof of the above

lemma for the mapping HÁ(- ,t) - ft + Xgt.

5. Fixed point theorems

In this section we shall give a few results concerning the existence of approx-

imate solutions to the equation f(x) = x. We use methods of degree theory.

All the following results can also be expressed without changes for PF-maps.

Theorem 8. Let X be a Banach space with filtration (Xn), and let D be an open

bounded subset of X. Suppose that f: cl D —> X is continuous and bounded on

frD and that, for any X e (0 ,p~ )   (p > 0), I - Xf is an F-mapping.

If the condition

(16) inf ||/(x)-jpx0-(?(x-x0)|| = 0,       q<P,

is satisfied for some x0 e D, then

inf\\f(x)-px\\ = 0.
x€D

Proof. Consider a mapping h: clD x (0,1) —► X given by the formula

h(x,t) = x-p~xt(f(x)-px0).

Clearly, (0,1) 3 t —► h(-, t) is a continuous map into the space of F-mappings.

Suppose that

(17) inf||/(x)-/>x||>0.
x€D

If

inf    inf \\h(x,t) -xn|| > 0,
re<o,i).vefrD °

then by Theorem 4(ii), Deg(/z(-, r),Dx0) does not depend on i€(0,l). More-

over, Deg(A(-,0) • D ■ i0) = 1 e f where 1 is represented by the constant

sequence  1 € Z ; therefore, by Theorem 5(ii), there is {xn} D D such that

x„-p~\f(x)-px0) ^x0.

But this contradicts (17). Thus

inf||/z(x,/)-x0|| = 0.

By the compactness of (0,1), there exists tQE (0,1) such that

inf \\h(x ,tn) - xn|| = 0.
A-efrZ) u u

Due to (16), t0 — 1 and this also contradicts (17). Hence (17) is false.   Q.E.D.

Corollary 9. (i) // / - p f is a closed mapping, then the equation f(x) = px

has a solution.

(ii) Having p = I , we obtain the existence of s-fixed points of f.

We give three sufficient conditions for (16) to be satisfied.
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Theorem 10. Each of the following conditions:

(i) D is convex and p~l f: clD-*clD,

(ii)  \\p~xf(x) - x0|| < ||x - x0|| for xEfrD,

(m) \\p~xf(x) - x0ir < iip"7(x) - xir+nx - x0ir,
for a certain r > 1 and each x e frD, implies condition (16).

Proof, (i) Let cp be the Minkowski gauge of the set D - x0. Then, for any

t > 0 and x E frD,

<p(p~Xf(x) -x0)-t< cp(p~xf(x) -x0 - t(x - x0)).

If we suppose that (16) does not hold, then there is / > 1 with

inf w(p    f(x) - xn - t(x -xn)) = 0.

Therefore infv£frD cp(p~ f(x) - x0) > 1 , which contradicts the condition that

p~xf(clD)cclD.

(ii) Suppose that there exists / > 1 such that

MD\\p-xf(x)-x0-t(x-x0)\\ = 0.

But this last norm is not less than

lb~'/(x) - x0|| - i||x - x0|| > (t - l)\\x - x0||

>(t- l)d(x0, frD) >0.

(iii) Suppose that (16) does not hold. Then there are / > 1 and a sequence

(xn), xn E frD , such that

an-tcn^0   and    tbn - (t - l)an -» 0

where

a„ = ll/>"7(x„)-x0||,       ¿„ = ||^"7(^)-^ll,       c„ = ||x„-x0||.

Using (iii), we get

an[(tr -l)-(t-l)r}< (tbj - [(t - l)an]r + (tcj - arn

and the right-hand side tends to 0 as n —► oo. But (tr - I) - (t - l)r > m > 0,

so an->0, and this implies cn —> 0, which is impossible.   Q.E.D.

Theorems 8 and 10 and Corollary 9 constitute generalizations of the well-

known theorem of Schauder, Rothe, and Altman (see [5]).

Now we show a Borsuk-type theorem. It is based on the results of [6] and

Jaworowski [8].

Theorem 11. Let D be an open and bounded neighborhood of 0 in a Banach

space X with filtration (Xn). Let y: frD—> frD be a continuous involution

such that y(frD n Xn) c Xn for n > n0   (nQ E N) and let f be an F-mapping
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defined on clD, taking values in a Banach space Y with filtration (Yn), such

that

0<   inf ||/(x)|| <  sup ||/(x)||<oo.
xefrO xefrO

Iff is an F-mapping with respect to foy (i.e., f-t(foy) is an F-map

for t E (0,1)) as well, and

,eí.i,%»,Alñx)-'f°r{x)íí>0-

then Deg(/,D,0) = ((sn)™=x) where sn = 1 (mod 2) for n e N.

Proof (cf. [8]). Let us assume that, for any x e frD, -f(x) - /o y(x), and

let (/n : clD n Yn —> Yn) be a sequence associated with the map /. As in the

definition of the degree Deg, we prove that there exists an n, > n0 such that

0 ^ /„(fr-^ n Xn) for n > nx . Let us define a sequence (gn : frD n Xn —► YJ

by the formula

^W = 2(/„W-/„°7W)

for x € frD n Xn . Let us note that

sup(\\gn(x)-f(x)\\-d(f(x),Yn))
xefrD

<i[sup(||/„(x)-/(x)||-ci(/(x),7J)

+ sup(||/„ o y(x) -foy(x)\\ - d(foy(x), YJ)].

This proves that the sequence (gn) is associated with / on frD, too. Hence

Deg(f,D,0) = u((deg(gn),DnXn,0)™l)

where gn is an arbitrary extension of gn onto clD n Xn . For each n > nx,

gn satisfies the assumptions of the Fet-Jaworowski theorem (see [6, 8]); thus

deg(£„,DnA;,0) = l (mod 2).

Let us come back to the general case. Consider a mapping h : fr D x (0,1 ) —*•

Y given by the formula

h(x,t) = f(x)-tfoy(x)

for x E frD, t E (0,1). Obviously, in view of the hypotheses of our theorem,

a map (0, 1) 3 t h-> h(-, t) satisfies the assumptions of Theorem 7(ii). Hence

Deg(/,D,0) = Deg(/-/o)7,D,0) = iv((sX,)

where sn = 1 (mod 2) by the first part of the proof.   Q.E.D.

As has been seen above, the preceding theorem possesses its equivalent for the

class of PF-mappings. Moreover, let us note that the hypotheses of Theorem

11 can be immensely simplified (see [10]) in the case of /1-mappings, for a

linear combination of /1-mappings is again an ,4-map.
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